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Facilities

\

Mold
versus

money?
$130,000 Tate Page

cleanup hasn't worked
BY DAVE SHINALL

Herald reporter
Facilities Management director Doug Ault received
another report Friday related to
mold in Tate Page Hall. It follows in a long line of complaints
about airborne irritants in Tate
Page and other campus buildings.
Sharon Hartz, building coordinator for Tate Page, filed the
report raising concerns about
moisture - a catalyst for mold
growth.
"When it rains, we have
leaks," Hartz said. "Water runs
on the inside of the windows as
well as the outside of the windows. That's a major problem
putting moisture into the building. We still have a few ceiling
leaks."
Though administrators have
spent more than $130,000 to
clean up mold in the building,
employees say the fixes aren't
enough - they're still getting
sick.
But it's unclear exactly what
measures the university has
taken to appease complainants.
On Sept. 18, the Herald flied
a public records request asking
the university for documentation
about employees who have been
moved from buildings because
of mold, or who have filed
worker's compensation claims.
On Sept. 23, Bob Edwards,
assistant vice president for
University Relations, responded
that Western has no documentation of employees being moved
or even requesting to be moved
because of mold.
But psychology professor
Adrain Thomas, who had allergic reactions and numbness
while working in Tate Page, said
he was moved shortly after he
started teaching there last year.
Thomas' doctor blamed his
patient's condition on mold in
the building.
Now Thomas teaches next
door in the Academic Complex.
He said the university moved
him because of his allergic reaction. His condition has improved
since the move, though he still
gets sick when he goes to Tate
Page for meetings or to make
copies.
SEE MDLD PAGE
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H. Rick Mach/Herald
~ophomore linebacker Charles Thompson celebrates after recovering a Northern Iowa fumble in the third quarter of Saturday's game at the UNI-Dome
1n Cedar Falls, Iowa. Thompson had two fumble recoveries and eight tackles.

With their backs to the wall, the Hilltoppers stand tall
No team has ever won the Gateway
with two losses.
"It was a must-win situation. We
CEDAR FALLS, Iowa - Junior
knew
it all week," Lowder said. "No
strong safety Brian Lowder was busy
matter
who we were playing, it was a
Saturday. Sure, he had a road game at
conference
game. And to put ourselves
No. 6 Northern Iowa to play,
where
we want to be at the end
but that was just half of his
of
the
season,
we had to win."
activities.
So with their backs against
Lowder - who carries a·
the wall, the Toppers came out
4.0 grade-point average with
with emotion and intensity they
just over one semester left for
had lacked in three losses this
a degree in government and
season.
sociology - took the law
Before 14,684 screaming
school entrance exam at the
fans
in the UNI-Dome, Western
UNI campus Saturday morning.
shocked Northern Iowa 31-12 to
The Western football team,
get back in the race for a title.
like Lowder, was facing the biggest
"We're beginning to develop a little
test of its season.
bit of a personality with our offense,
After losing its Gateway Football and that is we're not the typical option
Conference opener to Western Illinois team we have been in the past," Coach
three weeks ago, the Hilltoppers could- Jack Harbaugh said. "Our offensive
n't afford another conference loss if line is beginning to feel they can move
they hoped to contend for the championship.
SE£ SAVED PA&E 11

Construction
'
,,

BY KEITH FARNER

Herald reporter

31

UNI

H. Rick Mach/Herald
Junior comerback Jeremy Chandler, middle, and sophomore free safety Antonio Thomas, right, break up a pass to Northern Iowa receiver Marlusin Mays.

""We're pretty close to schedule. "

Residence Life

Diddle will be 'playable' for opener
BY BETH SEWELL

Herald reporter

Rodick Reidsma/Herald
Construction workers maneuver a lift across the basketball court.

100 beds vacant

in campus dorms

With the men's and women's basketball seasons just
over a month away, Western administrators say Diddle
Arena, which has been under construction since April,
will be usable for the beginning of the hoops season.
The seats in the arena were covered with half-an-inch
of dust Wednesday, and the court was buried beneath a
floor cover, steel poles and sawdust. The scene was an
indication of some of the delays the project has encountered since it began in April.
But Construction Management director Ed West said
the arena will be "playable" when the basketball season
begins in November.
"We're pretty close to schedule," West said. "We're
going to get a lot more done than we originally planned."
But some features, including concessions and air-conditioning, may not be available.

Just three months after Western found itself with more students
enrolled than it could house, July's housing crunch has become
October's housing excess, according to President Gary Ransdell.
Ransdell announced at a recent Student Government Association
meeting that the university has 100 vacant beds in campus dorms.
Kit Tolbert, director of Housing Operations, said yesterday the
majority of the vacancies are in single-gender dorms, including
McCormack Hall and Keen Hall.
"Most students want to live in co-ed dorms," Tolbert said.
Ransdell attributed the fluctuation in available beds to students
who have dropped out of college or moved off campus during the
first two months of the fall semester.

SEE DIDILI PAGE 2
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A good ol' time

Meet the regents

On Thursday:

Music filled the air at the fifth
annual Tour of Folk Music Outdoor
Concert. Page 3.

Robert Dielle and Betsy Shoenfelt try to fill Mary Ellen Miller's regent position. Page S.

Read how many bronz.e bodies and new 'dos are walking the
Hill with an N-Style update.

BY CASSIE RILEY

Herald reporter

"(Wkuherald.com) is better
than most pro sites out there."
-Andrew Locke, director of
multimedia, MSNBC.com
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n Mexican migrants pickMicaela Pablo Sanchez stands amo g
than 5 feet tall but
ing tobacco. She is a small woman, nalo mooreworkers
,
d
h
any of her m e c ·
.
she works har er t an m
. d States from Oaxaca, Mexico,
Micaela, 45, came to the Umte
is one of the country's
O
with her husband 3 1/2 _years ago. . a;a~:de education is typical
th
most impoverished regio~s. Her ir e~ It takes her 15 minutes
for the daughter of a subsistence farm . 'th high school educato write several sentences ~at anyone ~1 ~ lacks in education
tion could write in far less time. But w at s e

:d

she makes up in determinatio~. .
rth C olina and harvested
Micaela has picked pumpkins 10 No
tobacco farms
corn in Indiana. In early October she wor e on f Florida
O
in Barren County on her way to the orange groves
h
:d
She has no car, no home, not even a suitcase. She catc e:ans:
with fellow crew members to go from place to place and s Y h
houses provided by the farmers who hire her. She stores er
meager belongings in plastic bags.
.
Micaela can make up to $300 a week, says Ruben BautISt a, the
man responsible for arranging work between farmer~ an? laborers. Most of that money goes to her three boys and six girls who
still live in Oaxaca.
.
,
Micaela leads a hard, lonely life to work a Job that doesn t pay

l

much money.
"You have to carry on with your strength and you have to have
ability and patience to walk alone," she said in Spanish.

I

- Nina Greipel
I

Greipel is a senior photojournalism major from Louisville.
Reach her at ninanadine@yahoo.com.
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► Crime Re,art•

► 01~

_
♦ Brandon

Arrests
♦Tadd Iannetta, Wilkinson Trace, was
charged Wednesday with alcohol intoxication. He was released Thursday fro m
Warren County Regional Jail on time
served.
♦ David Lawrence Boone, 31-W
Bypass, was charged Thursday with driving under the influence, possession of
marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia. He was released the same day
from Warren County Regional Jail on a
$1,000 unsecured bond.

Anthony James, Poland
Hall, was charged Tuesday with disorderly conduct. He was released the same day
from Warren County Regional Jail on a
$1 ,000 cash bond.
♦Nicole P. Hite, Pearce-Ford Tower,
was charged Sunday with receiving
stolen property under $300. Warren
County Regional Jail had no record of her
arrest yesterday.

Reports
♦ Daryus J. Merriwether, Keen Hall,
reported Tuesday $550 in damage to the

door of his 1999 Ford Taurus.
♦Ozancan Hacioglu, PFT, reported
Sunday his wallet and its contents worth
a total of $162 stolen from his dorm
room.
♦ Aubrey Livingston, Poland, reported
Sunday $200 in damage to a door window at her dorm. · ,
, ,,. ,,. ., ,. , 1 1
♦ Amanda D. Ferrell, Meredith Hall,
reported Sunday $400 stolen from her
dorm room.
♦ Amanda C. Morales, Meredith,
reported Sunday a camera worth $200
stolen from her dorm room.

tlle&ir

Due to a Herald error, Aron
Pryor's title was incorrectly
identified in an article about the
television show "Outlook" on
page 7 of the Sept. 26 issue.
Pryor is a production manager
at Newschannel 12. The Herald
regrets the error.
Please call 745-6011 or 7455044 to report a correction, oremail us at herald@wkuherald
.com.

we WPflt yow rn,m.,.
tn 3ddfti0n to

gre1n gout~ «>f~l"\if pUtl'ie$,

we want u:i ldd lrv,e ent~ru1::1nrnent; "'PM tnie
events. poetry readings and the ilke to our .new
coffee shop.

WMt 'll'Ou)d '(Ou tj}ce w $ee? ~ ? want mott-

Tender cuts of
all-white-meat
chicken breast with a
kick of Buffalo flavor
baked right in.

intoil'matlon abtn,t pet fcrmlng, ineetlng. e1Y:l.?
$t{f) by Jm City fir~ ~

-ti#tt f){)

w ~ t.SJilv,rllidC~CJII.

Try a 10-pc. order
for Just $5,99
with any pizza purchase

Serving West B.G. & WKU:

781-9494
2201 Stonehenge Ave.

Come support Children's
Miracle Network by having

B.G. Bypass Vicinity:

South B.G. & Dine In:

781-6063

781-1000

TWO 14"
Large 2-Topping
Pizzas

PARTY PACKI
II
I FOUR 14" Large :
1 1•Topping Pizzas
1

3901 Scottsville Rd. _
1505 U.S. 31W Bypass
__________
Tr _________

I
I
:

11

:I $1499
:I $2400
:I
■
■

A.

Expires: 11-30-02
I
Expires: 11-30-02
I
Deep Dish $1.00 extra per pizza.
I ~ Deep Dish $1.00 extra per pizza.
I
#112 ~ . AddltionalToppings #103x4
I
. Offer
$1.25 each per pizza.
I "ti, · ·· Offer
valid with coupon only.
valid with coupon only.
Coopon not valid with any oihe< offer. I
'
·
Coopon not valid with any other offer.
I · Customer poys applicable sales tax. ... · Customer pays applicable 18181 tax.

dinner at O'Charley's
th
on Wednesday, October 9

I
I
I
I

~iHEDOMiNAtoR=-111--MEGADEAL!--~
I 16" EXTRA LARGE I Any 14" Large Pizza I
I 1-Topping Pizza I Any Number of Toppings 1

!

$9~9

A.

I
I A

!

$10?9

I
Expires: 11-30-02
I A DeepDlsh$1.00extraperplzza.
# 147 I ..+,!.Nodoubletopplngs. # 1101111
II "ti,. ·· Offer
velkl with coupon only.
I "ti, • ·• Offer
valid with coupon only.
Coupon
valid wtth any other offer.
coupon not valkl with any other offer.
Customer pays applicable 11l81 tax. J.
Customer pays applicable sales tax.
Expires: 11-30-02

ftwareness Social
C8111e and enjoy an afternoon of bowling and
billiards! friends and families are welCOIRed!
awareness and education through lnteractlenl
October 12
1:00pm unUI 3:00pm
Downing Unluerslty Center

!

AddllloneITopplngsonly$1.25eech.

not

I
I

II

4th floor 0 REDZ"

II
DELIVERY SPECIAL 1
14" Large
I
~----------~----------◄
1 1-ToP.ping Pizza a 1
I
14" Large
I 1-Topping Pizza : 8-pc,, ClnnaStlx• I

:I

$7,99
■

A.

:I $'999
■

:I

I
Expires: 11-30-02
I
Expires: 11-30-02
I
I ~ Deep Dish $1.00 extra per pizza.
~ Deep Olah $1.00 extra per pizza.
I
AddltionelTopplngs
# 105 I ~ . AddlUonalTopplnga
#143 I
only$1.25each.
•
only$1
.25oach.
I "ti · Offer valid with coupon only.
I ''. Offer
vtlkl with coupon only.
I
Coupon not valid with any other offer. I
Coupon not valid with any other offer.
I , •· • Customer
pays applicable aalas tax.
Customer pays applicable aa\ea tax. I

I

----------------------

DIDDLE:
Concessions
not ready
, I

CONTINU£0 FROM FRONT PAG E

"We're going to be right
down to the wire if we have to
have
air-conditioning
in
November," West said. "But
we've played without air-conditioning before, and if we have to
go a few more games, we have to
go a few more games."
Assistant Athletics director
Craig Biggs said the men's and
women's basketball locker
rooms and some offices will also
be unavailable at the beginning
of the basketball season.
"We're behind on some
things and ahead on others,"
Biggs said. "But we will have
everything done, with the exception of an office or two for the
Sun Belt Tournament." '
Biggs said fans will be able to
purchase food and drinks during
games, even though concession
stands will still be under construction. He said concessions
will be sold in the stands. As for
the delay on the men's and
women's locker rooms the
teams will be able to us; new
locker rooms that have been
added to Diddle.
The $28 million arena renovation began in April with minor
demolition. In May, the more
than 250 employees in Diddle
were moved out of the building
so the arena ~ould be gutted.
When Diddle is finished in
September 2003, the arena will
?OaSt a number of features,
including four new entrances,
two 4 8-foot scoreboards 16 lux~ boxes and a 36-inch ~ cloth
arr duct which will run around
~e ceiling of the arena providing
arr and decoration.
The arena will also have a
new lighting system. West said
the new system is being installed
by a company who placed a new
syStem in a Philadelphia arena
w~ere World Wrestling Enter-

taitunent perfonned
Once we get the computer

ste
?1~t-shuttering
ms ready, we can unveil the
system sometime

th1~ season," West said. "It's
gomg to be a guarded secret once
w~ figure out what game it is
gomg to be."
.JJ;e _biggest

addition to

0
~hi ~ is an auxiliary gym
for more Information contact:
Kristen Sand

(270)745-5794
sandkm@wku.edu

Uldeo series

ft three ,art series en dlsallllllleS, lloSted Ilg Recreation lnstnlctor Kathleen Slleldea
Ocltller 9, 16, 23
&:88pm It the Downing UDMl'Sltl Ceater

ph n

the arena. Biggs said

. ase _two of the arena renovation will be ·

tion f
gm after the compleO
New
~e basketball season.
insta1:ting and flooring will be
e
.
and landscaping on the
xtenor of the buildin
ill be
completed.
g w

Reach Beth Sewell at
news@wkuheral.d.com.
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Folk festival brings bluegrass tunes, storytelling to Hill
BY

J.

said of his most recent national
award. He has played at the
Smithsonian and won a national
thumb-picking contest in 1986
and 1987. But it's a craft he didn't
pick up until the age of 18.
Pennington began his career
by copying the style of Merle
Travis and other guitar sounds
that emerged from Muhlenberg
County. He said he's still learning,
despite the awards and honors to
his credit.
It's not the awards that draw
Pennington to his craft.
Above all, he loves the audience.
He played several requests
from the audience Saturday and,
being ever modest, poked fun at
his music and appearance on
stage. His bright yellow shirt and
black hat seemed to add to his
stage presence.
"(I love) a good audience," he
said. ''My greatest pleasure is to
play for people."
Pennington's daughter Rose
Bud, a freshman at Western, sang
with her father during two songs,
continuing a family tradition.
They stood together on the steps
of the Kentucky Museum.
Folklore professor Erika
Brady said Pennington's music
was a real treat the audience
Saturday. Pennington has played
at the event the last two years.

MICHAEL MOORE

Herald reporter
It's not often someone is designated a national treasure.
So, of course, Eddie Pennington was honored when the
title made its way onto his lengthy
musical resume last year.
Pennington, a 46-year-old traditional folk guitarist and former
Western student, received the designation as part of a National Heritage Fellowship from the National
Endowment for the Arts. It's the
highest honor the nation can
bestow upon a traditional artist.
He came back to Bowling
Green, and to the Hill, Saturday
afternoon as a featured performer
in the fifth annual Tour of Folk
Music Concert at the Kentucky
Library and Museum.
Pennington, always a crowd
favorite, did not fail to please with
his Kentucky thumb-picking guitar sound he has made so famous.
Despite his fame, Pennington
remains modest, keeping his job
as the Caldwell County coroner
while going on the road during
the weekends. He was a mortician
for several years before gaining
recognition as one of the best folk
guitar players in the nation.
"It was a big honor because I
became included in a group of
people I admired," Pennington

"Nobody plays thumb-picking
style guitar better than Eddie
Pennington," Brady said.
Brady and Laura Harper Lee,
education curator for the
Kentucky Museum, helped organize the event, which featured
four bands, traditional craft
booths and folk storytelling.
Other performers included
Arthur Hatfield and Buck Creek,
Debbie Heavers and Soul Grass,
and Dennis Holt and the
Bluegrass Gamblers.
All of the performers have
local ties - a key in organizing
the annual event, Lee said.
'The audience loves the local
groups," Lee said. "They have a
following."
All the performers, like
Pennington, boast several awards
and in some cases have garnished
national attention. Yet, they managed to keep the local feel during
their performances.
Lee said the goal of the day
was met, throwing in culture and
fun from a very special part of
Kentucky, as well as regional history. It was a return to roots.
Lynwood Montell, a retired
folklore professor, added to the
historical aspect, telling ghost sto- ·
ries in the Felts Log House adjacent to the Kentucky Museum.
Montell stood in the center of
one of the old bedrooms, stacking

photo by Amber Sigman
Susan Stewart of Bowling Green spins yarn to make hats at Saturday's Folk Festival at the
Kentucky Building.

notes on the feather bed and moving back and forth in front of the
wood fireplace. Children cowered. Adults smiled, remembering
similar tales from their own childhood.
"Once people tum 40 they
start to appreciate stories about
the older generations," Montell

said. "People may embellish the
edges to make a good story better,
but the basic core of truth: is
there."
Montell said ghost stories
play a vital part in history,
showing certain things that history books or accounts could
never tell - the personal parts

of family and society.
He said music also plays an
important role in educating people about the past, making the
folk music gatherings all the more
entertaining and important.

Reach J. Michael Moore at
news@wkuherald.com

Academics

No campus-wide attendance policy a statewide trend
sity-wide policy governing
attendance. Any decisions
regarding class attendance, said
Provost Barbara Burch, are left
to the discretion of individual
professors.
Western isn't alone.
The University of Louisville
and the University of Kentucky
do not have campus-wide attendance policies.
At U of L, instructors decide
whether to have a policy, according to Kira Hazelwood of the
university's admissions office.
"It's highly recommended

BY MOLLY O'CONNOR

Herald reporter
College offers many students
the chance to get away from
home and the opportunity to
make their own decisions.
Like whether to go to class or
stay in bed.
Western administrators say
there is an expectation campuswide, among campus leaders
and faculty, that students will
attend class regularly.
But despite the expectation,
Western does not have a univer-

that you attend class," she said.
In Lexington, it's much of the
same.
According to the UK Dean of
Students' Code of Conduct
book, instructors can set an
attendance policy for their class,
but are required to give the policy to students during the first or
second class meeting of the
semester.
At Western, with no specific
attendance policy outlined by
the university, professors have
different policies.
History professor Carlton

"I'm a great believer in acadJackson said he has had varying
emic freedom," he said.
attendance policies.
However, some instructors
Jackson said one policy gave
students three excused absences have mixed feelings about
with no questions asked, but Western defining a specific
after the third absence students attendance policy.
Public Health professor Lisa
were required to write a twopage paper on the subject they Lindley said a consistent policy
would be a welcome ally for
missed when absent.
"In my opinion, absenteeism professors but that many instrucis the single greatest problem for tors are not as concerned with
attendance as others.
freshman classes," he said.
"I'm really kind of torn
But Jackson said he does not
think the university should between that," she said.
While Western, U of L and
implement an overall attendance
UK do not have campus-wide
policy.
attendance policies, one state
university implemented such a
policy in 2001. According to
administrators at Murray State
University, the policy has been
positive.
Murray Registrar Donna
Harris said Murray's policy
allows two types of excused
absences, including personal illness or death or absence due to
participation in an event sanctioned by the university.
The policy allows professors
to add additional requirements,
but those must be outlined in a
syllabus at the beginning of the
semester, Harris said.
She said the university-wide
policy caused much debate
among faculty. But the decision
THURSDAVS
to have the policy was important
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for students and faculty.
"It more clearly defines what
both groups should and should
not do," she said.
Students at Western, like their
instructors, are also divided on
attendance policies and their
worth.
Glasgow senior Theresa Britt
said attendance should be up to
the students, not professors or a
campus-wide policy.
"I think they're adults,
whether they come to class or
not should be their responsibility," she said.
Rosine junior Alex Taylor
disagrees. He said, by nature,
college students are irresponsible.
He said Western should
develop a set attendance policy.
"If you don't stick it to them
the best you can, they'll walk all
over you," he said.
Burch said Western does not
plan on implementing a campuswide attendance policy soon.
But, she said it's not out of the
question.
Burch said the university
would be open to discussions
about a campus-wide attendance
policy if faculty voiced concern
to administrators.

Reach Molly O'Connor at
news@wkuherald.com.

BEDS: Private rooms

could be next step
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PA&£
As of three weeks ago, 76 stu-

dents had moved out of on-campus housing, Tolbert said. She
said that number has increased
since then, but could not give an
exact figure .
She said she did not know the
reasons for students' departures.
Ransdell said Western could
never have predicted it would
have had l 00 vacant beds at this
point in the semester.
"It's a delicate balancing ~t,"
he said.
•
Western suspended its requirement for sophomores to live on
campus in August after it was
unable to house every student
who requested to live in a dorm.
The move allowed the university to make more beds available
to incoming freshmen. But many
sophomores and upperclassmen
chose to remain on campus and
some freshmen found themselves
looking for apartments off campus.
:
"It's never going to be an exact
science," Ransdell said.
In the past, Ransdell said
every bed on campus~had to be
filled in order for the ut'llversity lo
cover the expenses incurred by
Western during the campus-wide
donn renovation project.
Now, however, the new vacancies have not disturbed the construction budget, he said.
"I think we have the number

of beds required to balance the

budget filled right now," he said.
But the university must figure
out what to do with the empty
beds.
Tolbert said administrators are
still trying to determine a plan of
action. The beds may be made
available in the spring semester to
students who want to move on
campus, but Western may also
allow some students who are
without a roommate to keep their
p1ivate rooms, if requested.
"We want to give the students
without roommates the choice of
keeping their own room," Tolbert
said.
Nashville freshman Amber
North moved into a Western
Place apartment when she didn't
get a room on campus. She was
disappointed in the lack of effort
by Western to find a room for
her.
"I thought it was ridiculous
that they were so apathetic about
it in the first place," North said.
She was given the option of
being put on a waiting list with
hundreds of other students, but
chose not to have her name listed.
She said she will not apply for
one of the vacant on-campus
rooms this spring.
"It's too late for me," North
said. "I've already signed a
lease."

Reach Cassie Riley at
news@wkuherald.com.
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Editorial

Athletes make the cut, so why can't the rest of us?
ven when Western sports
teams don't win on the field,
they're making the cut in the
classroom.
An NCAA report released last week
said 57 percent of Western athletes graduate in six years. That number is 2 percent higher than the national athletics
average and far higher than Western's
regular student body.
Kudos to the athletics department.
But what about the rest of our students?
Some may say athletes are catered to
more than other students.
Coaches get regular
progress reports showing grades and attendance for their students.
Athletes get tutored.
Some sports even have
special study sessions
for their teams.
Whether you agree
with these methods or not, the fact is,
our athletes are slam dunking in the
classroom.
In our opinion, other students could
do better under the same rules.
If athletes don't make the grade, they
may get pulled off the court or lose their
scholarships. Other than dealing with a
poor GPA or losing some cash, most
other students don't feel that kind of
pressure, or get the same kind of help.
But if our administrators ever want
Western's name to appear on a Top 100
colleges list, our graduation rates need
to increase. Maybe applying the satne
rules to other students is the answer. I
Here are a few suggestions for niliking that happen.

E

♦ Improve the adviser/advisee system, because frankly, it's not working
for most of us. For an athlete, a coach is
the mentor, the person who pushes them
to do better. But for the average student,
the Hill can be a relatively lonely place.
Many students don't have in-depth
conversations with their advisers. They
likely talk to them once a semesterlong enough to register for classes or get
approval for a degree program.
Most of us could use someone who's
on campus encouraging us. Frankly,
sometimes we need a
kick in the butt.
♦ Don't cringe, but
here's a thought. If
students want to graduate, they need to be
in class, no questions
asked. We'd like to
see the university
institute a schoolwide attendance policy.
Set the number of
unexcused absences we can have and
what the consequences will be for skipping. Otherwise, the university will have
a lot of students sitting at home watching
Golden Girls reruns instead of going to
Western Civ.
While we're certain there are plenty
of motivated students on campus, there
are probably a lot more that need a little
encouragement.
Obviously, the athletics department
has a system that works.
It's time the university follows suit
for everyone else.

-. -------
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..,........,_.....,

This editorial represents the majority
opinion of the Herald's JO-member
board of student editors.

L•tters to the editor

Activists haven't gone far
enough
When I first read Mr. Britt's letter
"African-American Activists have
gone too far" (Sept. 17), I was concerned, but felt he had the right to his
opinion. When I read the responses to
his letter, (Sept. 21 and 24) I felt pride.
But when I read Zak Cummins' letter,
"Britt was right," (Sept. 26), I felt the
need to speak out.
Apparently, Mr. Cummins is not
experienced in the minority life.
Saying that "White Americans are
compelled to 'tread on eggshells' lest
[they] offend a minority's sensibilities" is nothing compared to the
straighter line of the law that nonEuropean Americans must walk.
Driving while black, or since the terrorist attacks, flying while of Middle
Eastern descent is a crime that some
minorities get mistreated for every
day. When crimes are actually committed, minorities often face harsher
punishments than whites who commit
the same transgressions.
Looking deeper into the arguments
raised by Mr. Cummins, I would like
to say you are correct. There is a
department on campus that deals with
minority problems. And to go further
with that, whites are minorities in certain situations as well as others. Oh,
and one more thing under that issue affirmative action works for all races
and sexes.
Also for those who do not know,
black pride is not synonymous with
hate, and neither is the NAACP.
There is nothing wrong with black
pride or white pride.
These terms only become damaging once the word "pride" is replaced
with "power."
One last argument I would lik«j) to
touch on is that of celebrating our )'iis-

tory. It is your history as well.
African-Americans have contributed
in more than a million ways in the
development of this country. Every
TRUE American should be knowledgeable of contributions by whites,
blacks, Hispanics, Asians, Native
Americans, etc.
And as for Mr. Britt, yes, AfricanAmerican activists have gone far, but
obviously not far enough.
Gambia Flemister
Louisville senior

Black history is American
history
This letter is in response to the
ignorant young man who seemed to be
confused about the definition of affirmative action. First of all, affirmative
action was designed to give minorities
equal opportunities that they were previously denied. Why should whites
participate in this program that
attempts to correct the damage done
by racist practices?
Whites in this country have never
had any rights taken away from them
and have always been able to enjoy
the wealth of this country. This has not
been true for minorities.
I felt really good about what
Laquetta Shepard did. She showed
that blacks can protest without acting
uncivilized, unlike the members of the
KKK. I would also like to respond to
Britt's comment about how black people call each other "niggas." We have
turned the N-word into a term of
endearment, just like people of other
races have done.
I'm sure everyone noticed the word
"redneck" written on the front of the
Herald (Sept. 17). Considering I'm
not the same race as Mr. Britt, I bet he
would not be happy if I called him a

"redneck," but probably would not be
offended if one of his "brothers" said
it to him.
Although 99.9' percent of Britt's
comments wei'e ignorant, he did manage to make one good point. Blacks
will never forget about slavery and
neither will he, because it is part of our
history. American history.
Angela Galbreath
Mayfield junior

diabetes. We hand out free popsicles
in the summer and hot cocoa in the
winter to students braving the walk up
and down the hill. These are only a
few of the organizations and people
we dedicate our time to each year.
For us, service is not a quota but an
essential part of who we are as an
organization.
Monica Corlew
Nashville junior

Service not a quota

Stop bashing SGA

As vice president of ;i.ervice for the
Beta Sigma Chapter of bamfua Sigma
Sigma National Service Sorority, I
would like to respond to the letter to
the editor entitled "All Greeks do
community service."
Gamma Sigma Sigma is not new to
Western's campus. In fact, it was
founded on Nov. 17, 1968, and each
member is required to complete a minimum 15 hours of service per semester.
You can look in the Herald any
month and read an article about one of
the many social organizations on campus. How many times do you see an
article about the service organizations
on campus? Rarely do we receive as
much public attention.
Service is not something extra that
we do on the side. It is our purpose. It
is easy to have events to raise money
for an organization, but it is another
thing to dedicate your time and open
up your heart for the well-being of
others.
We wake up as early as 7 a.m. on a
Saturday morning to help build a
house for Habitat for Humanity. We
volunteer our time at the Boys' and
Girls' Club to ' tutor students after
school. We have numerous information tables in DUC to spread awareness about breast cancer, nutrition and

I'm a congress member in the
Student Government Association. The
College Heights Herald editorial
board had an editorial (Sept. 24) about
how SGA doesn't know where the
money is going and that we need to be
held accountable. First of all, we know
where our money is going. It's going for
the benefits of our student body. Yes,
some money that was already set aside
for a gazebo was temporarily missing.
This money had no effect on the student
body whatsoever.
Secondly, we have a spending budget of over $85,000 that just sits here

more than the year with no place for it
to go. If organizations came up and
asked for it and displayed a need, then
we would give it to them. You have lo
understand that this money is only for
the fiscal year, and if it's not spent, then
it doesn't roll over to the next year. So
the best possible way to spend it was to
buy something with it - therefore,
buying computers.
I don't see anyone from the Herald's
editorial board attending SGA meetings. Instead of throwing your opinions
out in the paper and bashing people you
need to start showing up to the meetings
and start voicing your opinions. Until
you do that, everything you whine
about in the paper will fall on deaf ears.
Calling Jamie Sears a puppet, hmm,
well you people were the ones who
voted that puppet in. So I guess if you
don't like the way the show is run, then
put your name on the ballot and see if
you can do a better job.
Scott Jaggers
Smiths Grove junior

Editor's note: A Herald reporter
attends SGA Congress meetings weekly.
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Candidates for faculty regent will hold a forum at 3:30 tomorrow in Garrett Center room J03

Diede thinks involvement is key
Bussey, who nominated Dietle for
faculty regent, said he's
impressed with Dietle's ability to
Robert Dietle recently dug up
understand and interpret issues.
part of his front yard.
Dietle came to Western from
Come spring, he'U plant roses.
Frankford, Mo. - population just
A cascade of blossoms wiU be his
a few more than 400 reward.
Dietle hopes his ....-------, via undergraduate work
at the University of
bid to replace Mary
,_...........c
Chicago and graduate
Ellen Miller as faculty
work at Yale University.
regent is just as
Dietle said he conrewarding.
sidered teaching from
A Western faculty
an early age and decidmember since l 991,
ed history would be his
the 43-year-old histofocus. His small town
ry professor is no
background
helped
stranger to faculty
influence his decision.
leadership on the Hill. ' Dietle
"When old folks get
Dietle previously
together they talk about
served as chairman of
the past," he said.
the Academic Council and
Dietle said as a child he'd also
Faculty Senate. He just began his read the short biographies of hissecond tenn as president of the torical figures he found in school
University Senate. He's also libraries.
served on the university budget
At first he wanted to teach in
council.
primary or secondary grades, but
'The only way you're going to later chose to become a college
influence the institution is by get- professor as his own education
ting involved," he said.
progressed.
History professor Charles
"By being a teacher, you get to
BY JOSEPH LORD

Herald reporter

,
·1

\

Shoenfelt 'very easy to work with'

be a student," he said.
BY JOSEPH LORD
Herald reporter
Dietle teaches classes about
ancient Greece and Western civiBetsy Shoenfelt took up golf
lization.
two
years ago, shaving 20 strokes
But he said there's another
off
her
handicap in two summers.
class he finds most intriguing.
Her
game
is not yet where she'd
"My favorite course to teach is
like
it
be,
but
the psychology proFrench Revolution," he said.
fessor
doesn't
take shortcuts.
In addition to tending roses,
"I play it where it lies," she
Dietle enjoys reading. During the
said.
downpours this last weekend, he
Just as Shoenfelt won't take a
said he found himself pulling two
mulligan
on the golf course, the
Shakespearean plays from the
faculty
regent
nominee said she's
shelf.
worked
tirelessly
to position herDietle said his choices self for the influential position.
Julius Caesar and Anthony and
Shoenfelt has been at Western
Cleopatra - were inspired from
since 1983, when she accepted a
a class he's teaching about the
tenure-track faculty position.
Roman Empire.
A Louisiana native, she said
Dietle and his wife, Ferrel
Bowling Green is far cry from
Rose, have been married for 10
the New Orleans area.
years. They have one child, 13"(Bowling Green's) not really
month-old Samuel.
as
small
as when I got here," she
He said he looks forward to
said. 'This is home."
raising a family in Bowling Green
The 46-year-old said she
and continuing his work on the •
enjoys teaching at Western
Hill - regardless of Friday's
because faculty are genuinely
election results.
concerned with helping students.
"I expect this is the community I'll spend my career in," Dietle
Shoenfelt is the director of the
said.
industrial organizational psycho!-

ogy graduate program at sonnel
management
and
Western. The specialization deals appraisals.
with various aspects of business
Shoenfelt's personality also
organization and communication, helps, he said.
like developing selection tests
"She's very easy to work
and safety programs.
with," he said.
'The common element is it
Shoenfelt is interested in
has to do with enhancsports psychology, and
ing perfonnance in
is also an amateur
applied settings," she
photographer. It creatsaid.
ed an interesting merShoenfelt has found
ger two years ago,
herself on a number of
when Shoenfelt was
policy-making comasked to photograph
mittees in her 20 years
the Nebraska women's
on the Hill, including
basketball team while
the chairmanship of the
they were on an EuroPost-Tenure Review
pean exhibition tour.
Shoenfelt
task force. She said she
The trip took her to
Greece and Italy.
has also been on com"I think the photographer
mittees focusing on issues such
as sexual harassment and how the dropped out," she said. "It was a
university tackles faculty griev- lot of fun."
ances.
Shoenfelt has alco served in
Psychology department head other capacities related to indusSteve Haggbloom said Shoenfelt trial organizational psychology.
is a valuable faculty member.
She has served as a witness in
He said her specialization is federal gender equity cases, and
geared toward leadership posi- has worked with companies to
tions because it deals with per- develop employee selection tests.

MOLD: 'When I was there for eight, IO hours a day, I would :have twitches'
CONTINUED FROM fRDNT PA&E

"I get similar symptoms, not
as bad as before, when I was
there for extended periods, but
I get numb lips and facial
numbness," Thomas said.
"When I was in there for eight,
10 hours a day, I would have
twitches and things like that."
Thomas also filed a workers' compensation claim against the university for about $200
in medical expenses 11 months
ago.
He said he hasn't received a
reply from Western.
Others who work in the
building believe mold is the

cause of their illnesses, too.
Psychology professor Betsy
Shoenfelt, a candidate for faculty regent, said she plans on
appealing denial of her claim
for medical expenses. She said
she spends about $1,000 annually on allergy medicine. Mold
in Tate Page made her sick too,
she said.
"My reaction is more chronic congestion," she said. "I
have frequent loss of hearing in
one of my ears, where my ears
just fill up because of allergies.
In response, administrators
point to their expensive and
extensive efforts to stop recurring infestations in Tate Page.

Ault said facilities has done
as much as it can do with the
money it has.
From last fall through this
spring, facilities crews and contractors cleaned air ducts,
replaced leaky air cooler
valves, pipe insulation, air handlers and ventilation system fan
coils, Ault said. One contractor
used ultraviolet lights to kill
fungi.
"This summer, we did have
some problems with leaks in
certain rooms on the second
floor," Ault said. "Most of
those were corrected in August,
and, as far as I know, we've not
had any further complaints of

moisture or mold in Tate Page
since that point."
Shoenfelt said it isn't
enough. She wants the university to spend more on maintaining existing buildings.
"They took some remedial
steps, but we still currently
have a mold problem in this
building," Shoenfelt said.
She said mold is visible in
many of the rooms in the building, and students regularly have
allergic reactions in class.
Built in 1970, Tate Page - a
round, four-story, red-brick
building - houses Westem's
psychology and education
departments. Hundreds of stu-

dents attend classes in the
building's 26 classrooms. More
than 250 staff and teachers
work in the 138,000-squarefoot building.
Tate Page is one of a number
of buildings on Westem's campus, including the fine arts center and Jones-Jaggers Hall,
with mold problems.
'
But Ault says Western has a
$60 million backlog in deferred
maintenance and that more
help can't come without more
money.
,.
The Kentuck)'tr; General
Assembly's failure to adopt a
state budget qpmplicates
Western's maintenance and

mold clean up even more.
Facilities' $275,000 reserve
fund is nearly empty because of
$190,000 it used to replace the
fine arts center's fire alarm system this summer.
Shoenfelt suggested Western
rethink its priorities.
"I think it's great that we're
doing a lot of new building,
that we're renovating the
dorms. But I've spent 20 years,
40 to 60 hours a week, in this
office, and it's really important
that it is a safe environment,"
she said.

Reach Dave Shinall at
news@wkuherald.com.
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Just one of the many things the Student Government
Association has accomplished fQr you. ' ·
SGA meets every''!uesday at 5 p.m. in bUC 305.
All students are encouraged to attend meetings.
For more information call 745-4354 or e-mail sga@wku.edu.
Westem Kentucky Vnivetslty's

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

~
If you're tired of cellphone static while
talking to your parents,friends, or
significant others, look no further! By
using the Student Telephone Service,
long distance phone calls only cost a
dime a minute!

,.

<Static>

<Static>

Don't Let Static get you Down.

Use the Student Telephone Service!

Home is just a dime away!

(270)745-5466 • (866)237-0007
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"The Tuxedo" Grade: D+

Film has repetitive, boring plot; tuxedo gets old
BY DEVINN W INK L EMAN

Herald Film Critic
'111e Tuxedo" starts out with an interesting
premise: taxi driver Jimmy Tong (Jackie
Chan) discovers a high-tech tuxedo when his
boss. Clark Devlin (Jason Isaacs), suffers a
massive head wound from an explosion and is
rushed to the hospital.
This special tuxedo has the ability to do
almost anything one can dream of, and this is
where the movie takes off and goes downhill.
Tong uses the tuxedo, and uses it, and uses
it and uses it.
He uses it for almost every scene in the
movie; you will begin to think he's totally
inept without the tuxedo. And the embarrassing part is, he has to use the tuxedo's powers
to fight, and it's not just normal Chan-style

fighting where he does his own stunts, but trigger the dehydration effect, and how do
computer generated fighting, where you you completely contaminate the world's
know he isn't.
water supply? And if you taint all of the water
This is both sad and begs the question: in the world, which is about two-thirds of the
why would Chan want to put his name in a Earth, wouldn't the bottled water be tainted,
movie that doesn't feature genuine fighting? too?
The plot of the movie is pretty mediocre.
So the writing is far from being up to par.
Banning (Ritchie Coster) wants to use water lt's as if the writers didn't care about the
striders, those bugs that skate across the sur- script and put in anything to keep the movie
face of water, to carry a deadly bacteria and going. The result is a jumbled mess.
ruin the world's water supply. The bacteria
The only thing saving this movie from
would cause anyone who drinks tap water to getting a flat-out Fis Isaacs. He tries so hard
dehydrate in seconds. Banning wants to to give the movie some class that he deserves
make it so everyone in the world will have to some points.
drink his brand of bottled water.
Overall, this movie is an unsophisticated
Tong and associates have to stop him, of version of a James Bond picture. It's bad.
course.
Confused? So am I. How do bugs carry Reach Devinn Winkleman at
the bacteria, and how exactly does bacteria features@wkuherald. com
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Herald Reporter
John Bevington didn't have a
mentor when he was a student at
Western.
If he had questions about his
career he turned to his professors
- many of whom hadn't been in
the work force for years.
Laura Suiter wanted to make
sure that other Western students
wouldn't have to go through this
same situation.
Suiter, coordinator of the
Alumni Mentoring Program,
helped establish the program in
fall 2000 with the goal of "getting
the students involved with the
Alumni Association to help with
life after college and getting the
alumni more involved and connected with the students."
Bevington received a call
from the Alumni Center after his
graduation in the spring of 2000.
Julie Denton, student coordinator for the Alumni Center,
offered Bevington the chance to
provide something to current
Western students that he never
had - a mentor. He eagerly
accepted.
The mentoring program
matched
Bevington
with
Owensboro sophomore Amber
Mayfield.

"I think (mentoring) is a good "He gave me feedback about
opportunity to network and gel school and some words of wisadvice from someone who has dom, like advice on which proalready been through college," fessors to take. It was very beneMayfield said.
ficial."
Through the program stuMayfield said her mentor sugdertts get help with resumes and gested she focus on her studies
work experience, receive honest but still get involved with campus
criticism and feedback and find organizations.
out a little more about the real
After the reception, Bevington
world, Suiter said.
and Mayfield kept in touch with
Alumni get the opportunity to each other as often as they could
participate in
via e-mail.
Western func- "I think a mentor
But Bevington's
tions
again,
job and Mayfield's
dish out much would have to be
responsibilities as
needed knowlpresident of the
involved
in
things
edge about their
Student
Alumni
career and have and care about
Association and as a
the satisfaction
member of Alpha
of
knowing what the mentees
Omicron Pi sorority
they've helped
left them little time
someone else.
for
talking.
The mentorLooking
back on
ing program
Alumni
mentor
the
experience,
brought most of
Bevington encourthe mentors and
ages
anyone
to participale in this
mentees together at Homecoming
program.
last year for a reception.
"I think a mentor would have
Mayfield said conversation
to
be
involved in things and care
between her and Bevington was
about
what the mentees do.
easy because he was very "laid
"The coordinator (Denton)
back."
"We had a really good conver- cared about picking the right peosation about classes," she said. pie who cared about Western's

do,"

-John Bevington
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Lunch Break
R~llville Road
Carryout

10"
2 topping

Special
14"
1 topping

future," Bevington said. "It was
also great that they picked people who just graduated from
Western, not some 45-year-olds
who couldn't relate."
Bevington also said his
involvement with the program
had a lot to do with Denton's
persuasion.
Besides persuading people to
join the program, Denton helps
plan events for the mentors and
mentees,
such
as
the
Homecoming reception and a
spring cookout this year.
"We're trying to provide an
opportunity for the mentors and
mentees to meet," Denton said.
Mentors must have contributed at least $25 to the WKU
Alumni Association and provide
access to their mentee to get in
touch with them.
Mentees must be current students at Western and should try
to spend time with their mentor
as much as possible. Mentors
and mentees must keep in contact with each other at least three
times throughout the school year.
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Alumni help students with classes, careers
BY BOBBY HARRELL
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Reach Bobby Harrell at
features@wkuherald.com

God's
Hands •••
Are you in them?
If you aren't, come and
find out how you can be.

"The Hands of God"
October 7-10 • 7 p.m.
at the Colonnade
(old football stadium in front of Fine Arts Center)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursdax

The Saving
Hands

The Guiding
Hands

The Healing
Hands

The Sheltering
Hands

Eld. Jerry
Shrum

Bro. Danny
Hayes

Eld. Jerry
Reynolds

Eld. Steve
Skinner

Make plans to join us. If you can't come, please
·
pray for us.
Sponsored by
WKU's Student Fellowship of Old Ti·

me

B

.
apttsts
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U~~~~~~ity libraries programs help make community high tech
5

Herald repor~~ EE N
Barbara Keith s .
gently glowing s qumted her eyes at the
gers to the key~re~n. She raised her finone key at a tirn ar and softly punched
SI1e paused e.w· h
scratched her head it a puzzled took,
her daughter Je
~en glanced over at
to whisper quiet~ni ere; screen. She tried
computer ke
Yover the clicking of the
r;Gooote/~ G
Jennifer ·Keit~te; _oogle?e she asked.
explain, patiently. smiled and began to
The two g
.
rown women were takin
part m ~ free Internet workshop research~
~g. anti9ues _and collectibles hosted by
niversity Libraries and BellSouth as
'
Ipart of the Be IISouth Community
ntemet Workshop Program.
The goal of the program is to provide
11
al outlet for the community to learn
nternet
· ·
.
th navigation skills free of cost
~mce e first wor~shop held in February
997
h0st , worksh?ps m the series have been
. ed on a wide variety of topics includmg genealogy, climate and travel.
Most of the program leaders are
st
We ~rn faculty and staff. Participants
vary 111 ages and backgrounds and class

.ti
A

size ranges from five to 18 people.
i;The idea is that we have a lot of specialized knowledge here at the university
that we can share with the public at
large,e said Bryan Carson, interim program coordinator. <"With the Community
"
Internet Program, our purpose is to create
an inforn1ed, literate population.e
The Keiths are casual antique collectors and chose to participate in the program to gain an idea of how to research
their hobby on the web.
t;They just keep buying me computers,e said Barbara Keith, 9and I must
learn to use them.e
The <;Antiques and Collectiblese segment was taught by Sandy Staebell, registrar and collections curator of the
Kentucky Museum.
9Hopefully this program gives people
ideas of how to use the Internet for things
outside their daily environment,e Staebell
said. 9There are a lot of tools available to
help people find the information they
need. We wanted to give people a starting
place and let them leave with the knowledge that they could go home and use
some of this information.e
The computers used at the South
Campus for the Community Internet

Workshop Program are considered more
than research tools; they are human
bonds according to Haiwang Yuan, Web
site and Virtual Library coordinator.
c;We establish a bond, a human bond
between the library and community
rnembcrs,e Yuan said. c;and also developed a bond between the library and faculty on campus. We learn a lot from
them, and they know a lot about us. With
more understanding our service will be
better.e
According to Michael Binder. dean of
Libraries m1d Kentucky Museum. when
this. program was presented to the
/
American Library Association, it was
very well received. He added there was a
great interest in the collaboration
between the community. libraries and
sponsorships.
r;We are a leader among academic
Patricia Hess/Herald
libraries,e Carson said, i;so ite; no sur- Haiwang Yuan, middle, Web site and Virtual Library coordinator, helps Jane
prise to be a leader at teaching the Web.e McCauley, of Bowing Green, at the Community Internet Works hop at
fhe program is designed to reach any- Wes tern's South Campus. On the left is Ed1Mn Phelps, of Bowing Green.
one in the community who is interested
in learning about the Internet.
Internet, develop advanced searching attending and giving us input on their
r;The best aspect (of this program) is techniques for accessing them and help needs.e
to provide a clear awareness of our inter- the community make better use of the
est E in helping the community underInternet resources,e Binder said. Reach Jessica Sasseen at
stand what resources are available on the <;Students can also get involved by features@wkuherald.com.

Herrington's story: Offcampus woes
faster, cheaper, better

!eve heard about the dorms, Iem
not sure led want to live there.e
Instead, Herrington wakes up,
hops into his e69 Chevelle, scaifs
down a Pop-Tart and races to
campus for a parking spot.
After careful consideration, he
decided to forego the $65 parking
pass and just fend for his own
spot off-campus.
WHATes y OUR STORY? He didna wa?t to she)~ ~ut that
much money Just to JOm the
Ean Herri ngton
stressful merry-go-round of parkBY B ET H $ E W E L L
ing.
Herald Reporter
r;Now I have to get here earlier so I can find a spot,e he said. c;I
Each morning Ean Herrington park on Park Street and just walk
wakes up almost two hours the IO minutes to campus.e
before class. It isna because hee;
The commute, as rewarding as
extremely fashion-conscious or it has been, is starting to take its
because he reserves an hour for toll on Henington€!; wallet and his
yoga. He is 23 miles away from cm·. He spends between $25 to
campus.
$30 a week on gas, and he is now
The Scottsville freshman considering selling his car for
chose to live at home while something more gas-efficient.
attending college because it saves
r;I always loved old cars.e
him money. He has also heard his Herrington said.~leve worked on
share of campus-lore about mis- them a lot, but this one is getting
erably small dorm rooms and to be too much with gas and
noisy roommates.
stuff.e
r;Ite; nice to be able to study at
When Henington scheduled
home,e he said. c;From everything his classes this semester he wasna

COLLEGE
HEIGHTS
HERALD
(OVERING THE

very commuter smart. When ite;
time to schedule for next semester, Herrington has vowed to pick
all 8 a.m. classes so he can get in
and get out.
r;I love getting up early. he
said. r;And that way l can get out
sooner and go to work.e
He isna sure where he is going
to get a job yet. His biggest obstacle isna figuring out what company to work for, but what city to
work in. If he works in Bowling
Green it will be even longer days,
and if he works in Scottsville it
will be a rush to get back and
forth.
Whatever he decides to do,
chances are he will be deciding it
when hee; on the road.
i;I have long days,e he said.
9But ite; mostly just driving. At
the end of the day fem too worn
out to do much of anything.e
Each week, Beth picks a random pei;wn ..from the student
directory and calls them to ask
rWhat&' Your Story?e Her series
runs every Tuesday. Beth can be
reached at features@wkuherald.com.

Bnng yoor WKU ID ca•d and recieve
SI 00 off double pnnts
Our technicians produce high
quality photos in about an hour,
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lets get digital
now we can c~te ptctu~ eds

in about an hour1

Also ask about our new
Index folio.
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782-7090

Talk Of The Town Nails
Full Set:
Fill Ins:

$24
$14

Free French
manicure with a
full set or filling.

HILL SINCE
GARY RANSDELL
WAS IN

DIAPERS

0

-0 0
o d

1559 31-W By Pass
Plaza Shopping Center
Mon-Sat 8am-7pm
Closed Sunday
842-8807

News 24/7 at wkuherald.com
W.:steru Kcnh,cky VnrveNty ,

SfVDENT GO\ ER.NMEN f AY,OC A !ON

How Do
You feel ft bout
WKU Dining Seruices7

Super Size Your Uoice!

Dining Seruices for urn
Thursday,October 17
4p.m. DUC Theater
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Hilltoppers give No. 1OBradley a scare
middle and all of the sudden he
was one-on-one with me."
Western (6-5-1 , 0-2) tried to
find one last scoring chance in the
final minute and a half, but couldn't find the equalizer and fell 1-0.
"We played good enough to
beat the 10th ranked team in the
country," Coach David Holmes
said. ''We just fell a little short."
Both teams were awarded a
penalty kick in the second half.
But neither was able to capitalize.
In the 61st minute, senior Ben
Buerger put a penalty kick try in
the lower left corner of the net,
but Bradley goalkeeper Chris
Dunsheath made a diving save.
Eight minutes later, Bradley
(10-0-2, 2-0) got its chance from
12 yards out. Ryan Glynn stepped
up and also went low and left. But

BY DANNY
SCHOENBAECHLE R

Herald reporter
They almost pulled it off.
The men's soccer team played
an electric afternoon of soccer,
but fell 88 seconds short of forcing No. 10 Bradley into overtime.
The Hilltoppers had executed
a well-thought-out game plan for
almost 89 minutes, but they
couldn't hold off the undefeated
Braves any longer.
Bradley's Jon Caldwell took a
pass on the left sideline and cut
across the middle. He ripped a
shot from 20 yards out that
dipped past a diving Darryl
Satller.
"The ball got knocked out
wide,•· Sattler, a junior goalkeeper, said. 'Then he came across the

Sattler made an equally astounding save and sophomore Brad
Benz raced in to clear the ball.
'The last couple of games, we
have been coming out flat,"
Sattler said. "Today, we got psyched about playing the No. 10
team in the country, and we
played really well."
Junior sweeper Ron Piute was
pleased, despite the los~.
'Tm not disappointed," he
said. ''I'm actually pretty happy.
We're all like brothers, and we
came out here and fought for each
other like brothers. We have nothing to be ashamed of."
But the Toppers fell to 0-2 in
the Missouri Valley Conference
with the loss, after a 5-1 loss to
Eastern Illinois at home Friday.
Still, Holmes was happy with

the weekend's finale.
''I'm proud of the way we
bounced back," Holmes said. "I
was really pleased with Darryl
Sattler. He had an outstanding
match. Brad (Benz) and Clay
(McMillan) really played their
best games of the season."
Now Western will try to battle
back into contention in the
Missouri Valley. It won't be easy
with a pair of conference games
on the road this weekend including Friday's game at No.
22 Creighton in Omaha, Neb.,
and then Drake in Des Moines,
Iowa, Sunday.
'This is a tough conference,"
Holmes said. ''It's going to be
awfully tough to fight back."
Reach Danny Schoenbaechler at
sports@wkuherald.com

Herald reporter
The men's cross country team traveled to
South Bend, Ind., for the Notre Dame
Jnvitational on Friday.
Three of the nation's top 25 Division I
teams were present, including No. I Stanford.
The Cardinal Jived up lo their ranking, winning the meet with four runners in the top 10
of 174 runners.
"This meet was a very large step up,"
Western head coach Curtiss Long said. "You
had many of the top teams in the country."
The meet was divided into upper and lower

divisions. Western placed last out of the 21
teams in the upper division, while 22 teams
competed in the lower division.
"I would rather have that opportunity to
race against good people than for us to protect
ourselves and run in the lower-seeded race,"
Long said. "I wouldn't place them in a situation that was not in their best benefit just so we
could score higher in the meet."
Of the nine runners from Western, five
were freshmen and none were seniors.
"Its totally different than the• sports that
win-loss records are critical for postseason
competition." Long said. "For us, this type of
racing experience is critical for our long tenn."

While the team did not place well, individual times improved, including several runners
who ran personal bests, particularly Daniel
Roberts, who finished 94th in 26:15, and J.P.
Joubert, who finished 148th in 27:11.
"When you analyze the times, you see that
we're making some progress," Long said.
The Notre Dame event was the first of
three straight weekends of quality competition. The women join the men this Saturday in
Greenville, N.C., for the Pre-District ID meet.
Reach Adam Eadens at sports
@wkuherald.com

PERFECT: Team to face defending champs Saturday
CONTINUED FROM BACK PAGE

It showed early. They beat
Western 34-32 in the first game.
But Western wouldn't give up its
longstanding home streak easily.
The Lady Toppers responded
in the second game with a convincing 30-23 victo1y that put
momentum back on their side.
They rode that wave to a narrow
33-31 win in game three that put
them on the brink of victory.
Western raced to a 6-0 lead in

the fourth, and didn't relent,
clinching the match 30-20.
Sophomore hitter Amanda
Schiff complemented the rookie
Wagner, as she added 22 kills and
a .370 hitting percentage Saturday. Cynda Derbort had a
game-high .542 hitting percentage to go along with her 15 kills.
While still perfect at home and
in the Sun Belt, Hudson won't
make any promises or predictions
for an unbeaten mark by season's
end. He knows his young squad

still has some rough waters to
navigate over tl1e course of a grueling conference schedule and
natural maturation process.
"I think it's way too early to go
there," said Hudson. "There is a
long road ahead of us. We are 4-0
and that's very good, but three of
those four have been at home, and
so I think it's way to early to talk
undefeated."
Now the Lady Toppers have a
week without a match, another
full week to hone their skills,

WHAT ELSE

Do You

WANT?

WKU Career
Expo 2002
Tuesday, October 22, 2002
1 pm until 5 pm

Men finish last in stacked Notre Dame field
BY ADAM EADENS

THE HERALD IS FREE.

before traveling to Miami to take
on defending Sun Belt
Conference champion Florida
International Saturday.
They may have something to
prove, facing the team that
shocked them in the championship match of the Sun Belt
Tournament last year, costing
them a title and berth in the
NCAA tournament.

Come to the Carroll Knicely
Conference Center (South
Campus) where a lot of
businesses will be seeking
staff for their own organization, staffing
agencies, and
representatives from
graduate and professional
schools. Parking is easy or
ride the shuttle! Look for
more information coming in
the Herald or visit Career
Services online.

Reach Michael Casagrande at
sports@wkuherald.com

Every woman is unique. And, every stage of a woman's life is
different.
The physicians and staff of Women's Health Specialists are
dedicated to caring for the unique healthcare needs of women
throughout their lives, including the active and sometimes
challenging college years.
Women's Health Specialists will work with each young woman
individually to provide her with the health services and information
necessary to tackle all the new experiences associated with college
life. They offer a full spectrum of care from routine exams, such as
annual pap smears and prevention screenings, to discussions on
various birth control options. Obstetrical care for expectant mothers
and surgical procedures for gynecological problems are also
provided if needed.
Women's Health Specialists participates with most major insurance
companies.

Jeffery W. Nemec, MD • Philip N. Priebe, MD
Deborah A. Kasica, MD • Devin G. Trevor, MD
~omen~ ~ea/U [ ? ~
Located next to The Medical Center

Medical Arts Building • 350 Park Street, Suite
203
Bowling Green, KY 41101 • (170) 781-007$

s
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Break out vour Bi's and vour lA Gear
Strap on vour swatch
oust on those NWA, New Edition, and Milli vanilli tapes
work on vour "Roger Rabbit" and vour "Running Man"
Get vour Hammer pants out of storage

wear vour BO's gear and get on out to NITEClASS

n1rsll11, IClllllr 11, 2112
11■ -11■
FREE FOOD PRIZES BREAKDANCING CONTESTS MICROPHONE BATilE BO'S TRIVIA and MOREID
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MONEY: Holmes and Co. trying to win without big bucks
Jerry Yeagley and his two full-time
assistant coaches at Indiana have $17,000
That makes Holmes' job even harder a year slotted for traveling to recruit
these days.
prospects, compared to Holmes' $4,000.
"I would love a full-time assistant," he Not only can they travel more, but
said. 'Tunes have changed and recruiting Yeagley can also send out his assistants to
is getting more complex."
recruit during the season, while Holmes
Getting creative and selling kids on must wait until November to hit the road.
the potential of the program may be the
Unlike Western, Yeagley has the
Toppers' answer. Even with their scholar- resources and school tradition to catch
ship restraints.
some of the nation's big fish.
As Western tries to play with the big
"We primarily recruit in our region,"
dogs, they are without the luxury of lur- he said. "But we also go after players
ing big-time recruits with full scholar- nationwide."
ships or the assurance of playing in an
The Hoosiers have players from 13
NCAA Tournament.
states on their roster. Even more impresThe Hilltoppers have a respectable sive is that of Indiana's 25-30 players
mark of 52-39-2 since 1998,
each season, over half are
but have never qualified for
walk-ons with no finanthe big show.
cial aid. The Hoosiers
And, not surprisingly,
have the ability to routinemoney is at the root of the
ly sign top-quality players
problem.
to walk-on commitments.
Western has 24 players
Indiana is similar to
on its roster this season, but
- David Holmes Western in one way,
it has a maximum of only
Men's soccer coach though, as Yeagley said
eight scholarships each year.
he also doesn't give many
That means most players, like Babula, get full scholarships.
only a small amount of money in partial
"You pretty much have to play for the
scholarships.
youth national team in order for me to
Holmes said the monetary restrictions offer a full scholarship," he said. ''We
force him to recruit heavily for in-state have a former national high school player
talent. But he also noted that he is able to of the year from California and one from
reach out to certain counties in New York (who have full rides). But our
Tennessee, Indiana and now Ohio where ,roster is primarily a Midwest roster."
the university offers in-state tuition.
Indiana has won two of the past four
'These initiatives by the university's national championships, and has been to
administration are really helpful to us," 15 Final Fours in its 29 years of men's
Holmes said. "It is helping with opening soccer.
doors to other areas."
"You have got to have outstanding
The team has $81,024 of its budget student-athletes, and you have to have a
allotted for scholarships this season. But commitment from your university,"
players like Richard Mupfudze and grad- Yeagley said. "Our program is fully funduate assistant and former player Tawanda ed by the university."
Chitapa are from Zimbabwe, and it costs
A fully funded program, unlike
considerably more for them to attend Westem's, can simply spend money
Western than the team's seven Kentucky where it is needed and isn't as rigidly
residents.
budgeted. Nationally ranked Missouri
While Western's allotment of scholar- Valley foes Bradley and No. 6 Southern
ships may seem low, it's not terrible. The Methodist are also fully funded.
maximum scholarships allowed by the
Funding is a direct result of a school's
NCAAis9.9.
priorities. At Western, men's soccer isn't
One school, just across the state line, at the top of the heap. Indiana Associate
that uses all of those scholarships is No. 4 Athli!Ucs Director Kevin Clark said
Indiana. And more money does appear to India.Ra holds men's soccer as a higher
priorijy than some other schools.
correlate with more success.
"We do because it is a highly visible
The Hoosiers have won five national
championships and are 88-17-3 over the program, and we have a lot of winning
tradition," he said.
past four seasons.
It's not just more scholarships, but
According to Clark, men's soccer is
recruiting resources that set Indiana apart their fourth-highest revenue producing
from a program like Westem's. The dis- sport. Bradley's Associate Athletics
crepancy in recruiting budgets between Director Craig Dahlquist noted that
the two schools is even greater than in men's soccer is his school's second priorscholarships.
ity, behind men's basketball.
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"My job is to do
the best I can with
what I've got."

'

Sang-Hyuck Park/Herald
Freshman forward Steven Medlock competes for the ball against Lipscomb midfielder Tyler Flowers at the
WKU Soccer Complex on Sept. 29. Western beat Lipscomb 4-2.

Darrell Hom, in charge of Western
athletics' business affairs, said that men's
soccer is no higher than sixth in revenue
at Western.
The Toppers are expecting around
$1,100 in ticket revenue this season. That
is a minuscule amount when compared to
the school's biggest revenue generator,
men's basketball, which plans on bringing in around $400,000 this season.
According to Horn, no Western team
can support itself, or even break even. But
soccer's $1,100 revenue barely puts a dent
in the team's $192,441 overall budget.
"It's just not feasible for men's soccer
to support itself," Horn said.
Clark noted that even Indiana's soccer
program doesn't break even.
"Ninety-nine percent of collegiate athletic programs don't make money," Clark

said. "Only a select few are able to make
money."
Still, the nation's elite soccer programs get far more money for recruiting
and other operational costs than the
Toppers. And it shows up on the rosters.
"You absolutely have to have good
talent in order to be successful," Yeagley
said.
Holmes knows that and has tried to
overcome his limitations by spreading
out the funds creatively and offering a
chance for prospects to help the Toppers
early. As a result, he has brought in a talented crop of freshmen this season.
Western is starting five rookies and
has even more coming off the bench.
There are 10 freshmen on the roster and
two seniors.
"I think it's a terrific group of young

guys that we've got," Holmes said. "And
I'm looking forward to watching them as
they grow."
But the youngsters will need to mature
quickly with three of their next four
games against top-25 opponents. While
the playing field may not be even,
Western is still playing - and playing the
best. Holmes and the Toppers are trying
to overcome their handicaps and join that
elite group.
"Every coach in the world wants a
budget that allows them to be a national champion," Holmes said. "But my
job is not to determine the budget. My
job is to do the best I can with what I've
got."

Reach Danny Schoenbaechler at
sports@wkuherald.com
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THE GA¥EL

A Student Government Association Informational Newsletter

Legjslation
Passed through Congress:
•Resolution 02-02-F Radio Station Program
Recommending WWHR establish a weekly radio
program that addresses student issues and
concerns.

Works In Progress,
Online Syllabi
Improving Topper Transit
Organizational Aid
Homecoming Floats
Dining Services Forum
Campus Clean-up
Improving Residence Hall Visitation Hou.rs

• Bill 02-02-F SGA Archivist
To employ the services of an archivist for a set fee to
collect, archive, and consolidate the history and records
ofSGA:

First reading: (Has not been passed through
Congress, will be discussed during next
meeting on 8/8/2002)

For Ideas, Questions or Suggestions call 745-4354 or
sga@wku.edu

Guest Speakers
Pat Johnson, chairman of student e-mail issues
committee, spoke to SGA members on 8/1/2002 to
discuss student e-mail accounts.

• Bill 02-04-F Volleyball Court

Important Dates

Improving the volleyball court in the Valley

• Bill 02-03-F Note Card
Purchasing 4x6 card~ to place next to suggestion boxes
in residence halls
BROUGHT TO YOU BY:
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Western Kei~cky VnJverslty's

STVDENT GOVE~ ME NT ASSOCIATION

Thursday, 10/17/2002, Dining Service Forum
JUMP Table in GCC Food Court

Contact Us
SGA meets every Tuesday @ 5 p.m. in DUC 305.
All meetings are open to students.
Phone: 745-4354
Fax: 745-7079
www.wku.edu/sga
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*** ACT NOW! Guarantee
the best spring break prices!
South Padre, Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Acapulco,
Florida & Mardigras.
TRAVEL FREE, Reps
Needed, EARN$$$.

SPRING BREAK

have a four-game win streak and a
share of first place with No. 20
Denver in the Sun Belt. Neidell said
the sweep was big for his team.
'This was a great weekend for
us," he said. ''With these two wins,
we pretty much solidified a spot in
the conference tournament."

"It wa~ our whole season. We
weren't going to lay down,"
Drummond said. "I guess
Northern Iowa didn't understand
Wl were battle-tested."
After Western Illinois lost earlier 111 the lay, there are four teams
with one loss, creating a crowd
atop the conference standings. 1ne
Toppersj11incd the party Saturday.
"We'1 · back," Harbaugh said.
"A lot nf people in Bowling
Gr.:en, a lot of people at Western
Kcntuck) University, a lot of peopk that were Western Kentucky
fans, had written us off. And now
v,,, 're back."
In three weeks, Lowder will
find out which law schools he has
been ace, pted into, so he can plan
hih future . And with two Gateway
games i1 that span, Western also
will hav, a better idea what its
po,tseasc ,n future holds.
R1 ach I<. ith Farner at
irts@', ku/zera/d.com

SJ

MISC

Western was scheduled to start
conference play Monday night in
Miami, but a tragedy in Florida
Intemational's program caused a
cancellation two hours before
game time
Former Lady Panther Sasja
Odenyo and former trainer

Theresa Wint were killed in a car
accident Sunday night returning
to Florida from Atlanta.
Freshman midfielder Kati
Tamanaha said the team practiced
hard during the 12-day break that
resulted and were well-conditioned for the doubleheader.

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED
Ftaternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundrais;ng event. Our programs
make fundraising easy with no risks. F,mdraising dates are
filling quickly, so get with the program! It works .. Qontact
CampusFundraiser at (888) ~23-3238, or vrsrt
www.campusfundrarser.cQill

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
I 10% Best Prices! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida,
Texas. Book Now & Receive
Free Parties & Meals. Campus
Reps Wanted! 1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com

NEED GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS? Go to
WWW.CARDGALLERY.COM
or call 1-800-428-3479

Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15-$125 and
more per survey!
www.do11ars4opinions.com

Earn BIG! Save BIG! Give
away Shopping Malls online
FREE! Saving & earning
has never been easier!
Get yours FREE TODAY!
www.smartmall.biz/ 119993

Bartending Trainees
needed. $250/day
potential. Local positions
1-800-293-3985 ext 2-14.
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some people off the line."
It didn't start easy, though.
Western (3-3, 2-1 Gateway) led
oniy 7-3 at halftime after fumbling twice inside the UNI 35yard line.
Then at halftime, the team
realized that was going to change.
"It was the most confident and
most together we looked at halftime," said senior quarterback
Jason Michael, who went 10 of
15 for 150 yards passing. "That
probably was one of the most
defining moments . . . That was
when we really, truly came
together as a team."
But with 14:54 left in the
game, Michael threw a pass
intended for senior wide receiver
Jerome Reaves. It went into double coverage and emerged in the
arms of Northern Iowa junior cornerback Benny Sapp at the 20.
From there, Northern Iowa (3-

2,0-l)tooktheballtothe4-yard The dome was the loudest it had
line where, on fourth down, been all game. But like a sharp
Panthers' senior tailback Adam pin popping a balloon, senior fullBenge reached across the goal back Jeremi Johnson ran 46 yards
line for the score. The two-point on first down. The noise level
conversion was stuffed, but the went from that of an airplane
scoreboard showed Western with engine to a church sanctuary.
a 17-12 lead and 9:15 to play.
"That's the best feeling,"
Many on the Toppers' sideline Johnson said. "When you're
flashed back to last season when playing at somebody's home and
the Panthers stole the Gateway they're loud where you can't even
Championship at Smith Stadium. hear your quarterback, then you
With the ball, a two-point lead make a play and they just shut up
and under six minutes left to play, to where you can hear a penny
the Toppers couldn't run out the drop. That's the best feeling.
clock. UNI used a field goal to That's what this game is about."
strip the title from Western.
And the defense overcame the
"We sat down over there, and missed-tackle bug it has been batI know Chris Price and myself tling all season, led by senior linetalked and said, 'Look, this isn't backer Jon Drummond, who had
going to be another last year,"' five tackles and his sixth sack.
Michael said. "'We've got to get
Drummond credited the tough
something going, establish a schedule Western played coming
drive. We just got to put some in. Of the five teams the Toppers
points on the board."'
.
faced coming in, four are currentAnd with 9:00 left m the ly ranked in either the Division I
game, Western started the drive. or Division I-AA Top 25.

...................

...................
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CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
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Group Discounts for 6+.
1-888-THINKSUN
!WKU ARE YOU GOING?
(1-888-844-6478 dept 2626) / GO DIRECT! WHOLESALE
Spring Break packages!
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
Lowest group
rates guaranteed!
Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 days www.springbreakDIRECT.com
l-800-367-1252
$299! Include Meals, Parties!
Awesome Beaches, Nightlife!
Departs From Florida!
LOST
Get Group- Go Free! !
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
LOST: Beloved pet , Ben. 3 yr.
old male Brittany Spaniel.
Early Spring Break Specials!
Reward call History Dept.
Cancun & Jamaica From
or 842-8804.
$429! Free Breakfast, Dinners
& Drinks! Award Winning
Company! Group Leaders
FOR RENT
Free! Florida
Vacations from $149!
FREE UTILITIES!! &
springbreaktravel.com
Minutes to campus. New
1-800-678-6386
carpet, private laundry,
huge pool. l bdrm $459;
SPRING BREAK '03 with
2 bdrm $549 all utilities
StudentCity.com! Air, Hotel,
included. Call now 781-5471.
FREE FOOD & DRINKS
and 150% Lowest
Only one 4 bdrm left!
Price Guarantee!
Adjacent to campus.
REPS WANTED!
All appliances including
Earn 2 FREE TRIPS,
washer & dryer. CALL
VIP treatment & cash!
SIMS REALTY. 842-7919.
Call 1-800-293-1445 or email
•
I
sales@studentc1ty.com.
3 bdrm. at St. James Apts.
Spring Break 2003 with STS
America's # 1 Student Tour
Operator. Sell Trips,
earn cash, Travel Free!
Information/ Reservations
1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com

SAVED: Western off life support, in driver's seat

. 00101 RACES: Youngsters try to prove last year no fluke

nack ues t·ar the
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1133 Chestnut, some utilities
paid, $575/mo.781-8307

...................

Great deal 2 bdrm. apt.
$350/mo. Lease and deposit
required 846-2397.

...................

Close to W.K.U. Big 1 bdrm.
$350/mo. + deposit & some
utilities. 796-7949

...................

Close to campus l bdrm. apt.
$275-$300 month. Lease and
deposit required 846-2397.

...................

3 bdrm house for rent at 319
College Street. Reference &
deposit required. No smokers
or pets allowed. $475 per
month. Call 842-4923
or 991-3192.

···················

...................

DID YOU KNOW?
Golden Blade gives you an
extra piece of body jewelry
with every piercing FREE!
782-7090

·············~·····

...................

...................

$49,000 will buy this mobile
business. Nice rental units.
5-2 bdrm, 1-3 bdrm & 1-1
bdrm. Call 843-2101 before
8 pm or 202-0597.

...................

HELP WANTED
Haunted Cave: Every Friday,
Saturday & Sunday night in
October. $6/hr. Apply in person
at Lost River Cave
2818 Nashville Rd.

...................

Bartenders needed. No
experience necessary. Earn up
to $300 a day. Call
1-866-291-1884 ext.232.

5-Star Express: Delivery
Driver Needed. Flexible
Schedule. No uniforms!
Call 843-9900.

...................

Teller: Immediate opening for
teller at growing local business.
If you are people-friendly,
dependable & looking for full
or part-time employment, call
Checks Etc. at 843-4435.

...................

Reach J, v Lively at
s1,orts@ i-kuherald.com

...................

Need good reliable help for
car audio installation. MECP
Certified preferred but not
mandatory. Good work ethic
& cooperative. Applications
available M-F 9:00am-6pm &
9-2 on Sat. Contact Total
Image Audio at 783-4900.

Preload Shift:
3:30AM - 8:30AM
Tues - Sat.
$7.25 per/h to start

Apply in person.

FOR SALE

...................

"We scrimmaged a lot this
week," 1amanaha said. "We' re all
working real hard right now. It's
conferem;ctime. We'rejusttrying
tl play o ir best."

' - Lifeskills, Inc .

Applications will be accepted from
12-4 Monday Thursday

Respite Provider
Lifeskills is seeking caring,
competent and fun persons
to assist individuals with
developmental disabilities.
Primary duties will include
helping individuals with pursuing their interests in the
community, and providing
supervision and care in your
home, the community, or at
the home of the individual.
Providing transportation
using a personal vehicle will
be required. Hours are flexible, but mainly evenings and
weekends will be required.
Interested persons must
complete required trainings,
be at least 18 years of age
and possess a valid driver's
license and insurance.
For more information
please contact
Michelle Timbrook
at (270)842-2274

CITY OF BOWLING GREEN

* Orders food ' drinks & snacks to serve
. the
.

general public. Must be able to mamtam
simple inventory and bookkeeping records.
20-25 hrs/wk, weeknights 4:30-9:00,
Saturdays from 8:00 am-5:00pm.
Age 18+; $5.65/hr.

Fed
==============:-~-----.. • •
:·· ·e~~~..w~n+~crt~· .. :
)~
i DANCE i
With the Pro's?

auld Adwcacy emtaBARREN RIVER AREA

Volunteers needed!
The Barren River Area Child
Advocacy Center is looking for
caring, enthusiastic adults to
become volunteers at the Center.
The 2002 Fall Volunteer Training
schedule begins Wednesday,
October 16, 2002, All applicants
must complete a pre-training
interview before completing the
training, so please call the Center
today to register, This is a great
opportunity to gel involved and
make a difference in your
community. Call (270)783-4357
for more infonnation.

...

•

i-, :re's your chance!

For '1\ore information call:

( '70) 796-9044
(270) 784-5441

•

·······························

CITY OF j3OWI. ING GREEN
I.\ B()RE R 1

11 \ll'OR \R\

•

: South rn Kentucky Knights :
: Semr Pro Dance Team is
looi<ing for Hot New
Dancers!

LE Ai

r'i! ,\Sf)Ni(\I

CR F \\
I

* Involves heavy, manual labor and simple
operation of equipment. Age 18+; 40
hrs/wk, 7:00am - 3:30pm, late October
through December. Overtime & Sa~urday
hours may be required. Workers will need
to have and wear heavy-duty work shoes;
$6.45/hr.
l

:.

Interested a pplicants should obtain an employment application
from the Human Resources Departmept in City Hall, 1001
College Street, Bowling Green. Completed applications must b e
'
,.
submitted by 4 :00 pm,-pctobr 18, 2002.

The City of Bowling Green is an Equal Opportunity Employer
and a
~
Drug-Free Work Plac' 111111111t129k_y.org

•www.wkuherald.com•

Contact:

Notable
• Westem'.s soccer team has a
$4,000 recruiting budget. No. 4
Indiana has $17,000 alottedfor
travel to locate and lure the
nation '.s top high school talent.

Sports editor Kyle Tucker.
sports@wkuherald.con
Photo editor Andreas Fuhrmann.
photo@wkuherald.con
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Volleyball

Lady Tops still
perfect at home,
in Sun Belt
BY MICHAEL CASAGRANDE

Herald reporter

Sang-Hyuck Park/Herald
Sophomore forward Justin Goodman falls while battling Lipscomb freshman defender Scott Mason at the WKU Soccer Complex on Sep. 29.

.

0

imoaey,pro
BY DANNY
SCHOENBAECHLER

Herald reporter
Sitting in his tiny, cinder-block
office on the first floor of Smith
Stadium, men's soccer coach David
Holmes knows he is facing a distinct
disadvantage.
His Toppers are 6-5-1. But other
Missouri Valley Conference and
nationally prominent teams are not
just winning, they're also getting an
early start on the recruiting trail.
"Schools are putting pressure on
high school kids in the fall," Holmes

Men's soccer struggles
as sixth-priority sport

ms

said. 'They are giving kids Oct. 1 or
Nov. 1 deadlines. It is a disadvantage
for us since we don't have a full-time
assistant to help with recruiting."
That's just one of the vast challenges Holmes and the Toppers face as
a sixth- or seventh-priority sport at
Western.
But Holmes has found ways to get
some good young talent to the Hill,
despite getting a late start, and having
less money to lure top prospects.
Freshman Jake Isenhour, who isn't
on athletic scholarship, has been
putting in quality minutes in the midfield this season. Isenhour was able to

come to Western because he got an
academic scholarship.
"Jake has really been a great surprise for us," Holmes said. "He has
been doing really well in our midfield."
Western has also gotten help from
junior midfielder David Babula. He
was taken as a walk-on his freshman
year and now receives a partial scholarship. Babula started in the central
midfield in Sunday's 1-0 loss to No.
10 Bradley.
"I get my books paid for," Babula
said .with a sarcastically excited tone.
Holmes said he has been pleased

with the way many of his players have
turned out.
"We have had terrific contributions
from guys that got here through a different route," he said.
That route has become a familiar
one for Holmes, who hasn't had a
wealth of funding during any of his 18
years at Western.
He's never had a full-time assistant,
µnlike his Missouri Valley Conference
foes. Western is the only team in the
conference without at least one fulltimer to help out.
S EE MONEY PAU

Westem's volleyball team made_ a~othei
resounding statement this weeken~ ~~t 1t will n~
easily give up the Sun Belt East D1v1s1on crown 1
has worn the last two seasons.
With victories over Arkansas State Friday anc
Arkansas Little-Rock Saturday, the Lady Toppen
(18-4 4-0 SBC East) improved on their unblem
ished,Sun Belt record and pushed their home wir
streak to 19 matches.
Freshman outside hitter Jessie Wagner continued her mid-season hot streak by recording 11
kills Friday and a season-high 24 Saturday.
"Everybody did their job, and everyone wru
excited," Wagner said. "When we play with tha
much enthusiasm, it's easier to go out there anc
have fun."
Coach Travis Hudson attributed much of hii
team's success to a good week of practice. For th<
first time all season, Hudson was able to spend significant time in the gym with his team betweer
matches.
"Last week was the first full week of p~tic<
we've had since the preseason," Hudson s d. ":
think that full week of practice helped Jessie lot.'
It apparently helped all the Lady Toppel ru
they needed only three games to send Ar sru
State (5-9, 1-1 SBC East) home with a loss 'da)
night at the Preston Health and Activities Ce ter.
The Lady Indians held a glimmer of hope ~l)
in Game One, jumping to an early lead. Bu
Western squashed any visions of an upset us g ,
5-1 run to gain a lead they would not relinquish
The Lady Toppers ran away with the first gam<
30-18.
Freshman defensive specialist Abby Borer kep
the Lady Toppers rolling with her service ace tc
gain a commanding 8-3 lead in the second game
ASU gave Western a brief scare, cutting the leac
to three, before a 4-0 burst put Game 1\vo on ice.
And the Lady Toppers left little to chance in th<
third game, closing out with an easy 30-17 win
Sophomore outside hitter Amanda Cecil pu
together her ninth double-double of the se;i&or
with a team-high 13 kills and 10 digs against th<
Lady Indians.
Then came Arkansas Little-Rock on Saturday
complete with a roster sporting more consonantl
than any other Western has faced.
The Trojans (6-7, 2-1 SBC East) start five play•
ers hailing from outside the United States. Witl
names like Ivana Kuzmic, Larisa Durmisevic, anc
Ivana Vracar, Arkansas Little-Rock brought a trm
international flavor to the Preston Center. The)
also brought some talent.
"Arkansas Little Rock is one of three or fow
teams who can really win this," Hudson said
'They are a very talented team."
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Women's soccer

Western races out of SBC gate
BY JAY LIVELY

Herald reporter

H. Rick Mach/Herald
Sophomore fullback Maurice Bradley goes airborne to gain extra yards in the third
quarter of Saturday's game at Northern Iowa. Western won 31-12.

The Lady Toppers continued
their winning ways this weekend, shutting out conference
rivals Arkansas State on Friday
and Arkansas-Little Rock
Saturday.
Both games were defensive
clashes, with Western squeaking
by the Indians and Lady Trojans
by the same 1-0 margin.
Coach Jason Neidell praised
his team's defensive effort and
namely that of sophomore midfielder Andrea Doogs.
"Andrea Doogs did a fantastic job this weekend," Neidell
said. "She was owning people
in the middle of the field. Any

time a ball went near her she
won it."
Doogs praised her teammates.
"We all trust each other a
lot," Doogs said. " It has a lot to
do with our concentration.
We've really picked it up in
conference play."
Together, Doogs and her
teammates have created a stingy
Lady Toppers defense that has
been critical in their effort to
prove last year's success wasn't
a fluke.
The lone goal on Fd°day
night came in the 24th minute of
the first half, when Kelly
Frericks scored off a corner kick
from
sophomore
forward
Crystal Shapone.

With a stalwart backfield
that's all the Lady Toppen
needed to pull out the victory ai
goalie Amy Uhlman recordec
eight saves on the evening.
In another defensive battl<
Saturday, nearly 80 rninutei
went by before Western scorec
the first and only goal of th<
contest against the Lad)
Trojans.
Frericks got the ball to i
dashing Allison Nellis, whc
juked past a Little Rock defend•
er and fired her team-leadin~
seventh goal by goalie Marth,
Stewart for the winning shot.
After back-to-back shutouts
the Lady Toppers (7-3, 2-0:
SEE RACES PAGE
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DNESDAY NIGHT
s1 Draft
s2 Wells
Karaoke
Located in Bowling Green, KY Downtown District

(270) 783-0088
l

